Industry Meeting
Points RE: HUD 2008 RESPA Proposal
•

HUD's proposal does not simplify or clarify the mortgage shopping process for consumers.
The provisions of the proposed rule would increase paperwork for all settlement service
providers, and introduce new confusion for consumers. The proposed Good Faith Estimate:
o
o
o
o

o

Replaces current one-page form with a four-page document that contains a complicated
disclosure format.
Includes burdensome "loan Comparison Chart"
Includes a series of interest rate, and loan term-related disclosures that are duplicative
of (and in some instances inconsistent with) existing TllA items.
Requires that YSPs and discount points be disclosed as a "credit or charge for the
specific rate chosen" without further explanation. This terminology will likely confuse
consumers rather than help them understand YSPs.
The proposed GFE omits some charges and bundles others, which will prevent a full
understanding of costs and clear cost comparisons.

•

HUD's proposed rule cOntains problematic mandates, some being extremely difficult to
implement, and others being imprecise in meaning and application.
o Proposed rule requires that lenders keep "offers" for settlement costs open for 10
business days. In effect, this requires that lenders virtually guarantee third party costs
over which it has no legal control. Pricing will have to reflect this hedge cost.
o HUD's proposal introduces a new term, "originator," that differs from existing
regulatory terms of "Iender," "mortgage broker," or "creditor." Such lumping of
regulatory concepts creates for confusion, uncertain implementation, and unnecessary
risk.
o The proposed rule is restructuring the YSP disclosures, and redefining existing terms
that have identified and distinguished "lenders" from "brokers." Such regulatory
rearrangements will call into question existing HUD informal opinions that now serve as
clear legal guidance for lenders which must ensure full compliance with RESPA.
o The HUD proposal will require every lender in the country to redesign and reformat
their GFE, HUD-1 and other settlement forms and conduct retraining programs,
incurring costs significantly underestimated by HUD.
o HUD's proposal requires that a closing script be read aloud to consumers at closing.
This will lead to great delays at closing, and HUD has significantly underestimated its
costs for all parties involved.

•

The proposed rule exceeds RESPA statutory authority as follows:
o The rule requires that lenders keep offers for settlement costs open for 10 business
days, and for some settlement costs, imposes either a 0% or a 10% "tolerance."
o The rule requires a "GFE Application," which in short, amounts to a request for a price
quote.
o The rule requires that if a borrower is rejected for a loan, the borrower must be notified
of the rejection within one business day, and a new GFE must be provided if another
loan is available under different loan terms.

o
o
•

The rule requires a set of disclosures identifying potential for "negative amortization"
and maximum loan balance.
The rule requires that a closing script be read aloud to consumers at closing.

The proposed rule overlaps, and at times conflicts, with other disclosures mandated under
federal law, and has not been coordinated with the Fed's efforts to reform TILA.
o Interest Rate Disclosure: The rule requires a "GFE Application," that amounts to a
request for a price quote, and an interest rate (contract rate) quotation. (Interest rate
disclosures fall under TllA.)
o HUD's proposal requires that if a borrower is rejected for a loan, the borrower must be
notified of the denial within one business day, and a new GFE must be provided if
another loan is available under different loan terms. This requirement clashes with
existing denial and counteroffer regulations under ECOA, HMDA and FCRA.
o HUD proposal requires a disclosure of "loan amount" and TllA requires a disclosure
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o
o
o
o
o

o

flamount financed.
TllA requires a disclosure of "APR"; the HUD proposal requires disclosure of "initial
interest rate."
TllA requires a payment schedule that reflects payments over the life of the loan; HUD's
proposal requires disclosure of initial monthly payment.
TllA requires disclosure of prepayment penalties; HUD's proposal requires disclosure of
the penalty and of the maximum amount of the penalty.
TllA requires disclosure of balloon payments; HUD's proposal requires a separate
balloon payment disclosure.
HUD's proposed rule requires a set of disclosures-potential for negative amortization
and maximum loan balance-that is confusingly similar on TIlA's Consumer Handbook
for Adjustable Rate Mortgages, and ARM program disclosures.
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve has issued proposed new rules under
TllA and HOEPA and has announced it is undertaking further reform efforts concerning
TllA disclosures. Very recently enacted amendments to TILA under the Housing and
Economic Recovery Act (HERA) also necessitate additional implementation by the
Board. More than 240 Congressman, FRB staff, the FTC and a host of commenters
including key industry groups urged HUD to combine its disclosure reform efforts with
those of the Federal Reserve, to achieve complete reform and to avoid unnecessary
costs and confusion for industry and consumers alike. Notwithstanding, HUD has
chosen to ignore these thoughtful and extensive comments and to go forward on its
own to finalize this rule.

•

The proposed rule will ultimately lead to higher costs for all consumers.
o High implementation expenses
o More voluminous disclosures
o Substantial costs in establishing new compliance controls
o Higher legal risks

•

All affected constituencies-industry, consumers, and government-have expressed
opposition to this proposed rule.
o FRB staff has filed comments that recommend further testing, coordinated disclosures
and that HUD not finalize these rules.
o Consumer groups have raised objections to the rule, as written.

o

Congress, through HERA, has opined that HUD should engage in a full study of RESPA's
disclosure system, and then recommend wholesale legislative fixes to improve the
existing disclosure system.
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